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ABSlIRACT 

Little  is known of the  history of agriculture  in  the  North-East  of  Nigeria,  due  to 
an  absence of archaeological  data  or  even  contemporary  descriptions  of  farming 
systems.  The  paper  is a preliminary  attempt  to  outline  such a history,  providing a 
narrative  that  links  hypotheses  about  prehistory  with  documented  changes in the 
present  era.  Traditional  agriculture  is  often  opposed  to  "modern"  farming 
techniques,  but  the  dynamism  of  crop  repertoires  in  the  pre-colonial  era  argues  that 
this  concept is not  very  useful. 
KeywoI.dr : history,  agriculture,  cultivated  plants,  North-East of Nigeria 

RÉSUMÉ 
L'histoire  de  l'agriculture  au  nord-est  du  Nigéria  est  peu  connue.  Ceci  est  dû à 

l'absence  de  données  archéologiques  et  même de descriptions  contemporaines  de 
systèmes  agraires.  Le  présent  article  est  une  première  tentative  pour  tracer  les 
grandes  lignes  de  cette  histoire,  sous  réserve  que  ce  récit  rattache  les  hypothèses 
sur la préhistoire  aux  changements  documentés  des  temps  actuels.  L'agriculture 
traditionnelle  est  souvent  opposée  aux  techniques  agricoles  "modernes",  mais le 
dynamisme  des  récoltes  répertoriées  pendant  llère  pré-coloniale  incline à penser 
que  ce  concept  n'est  pas  d'une  grande  utilité. 
Mots-dés : histoire,  agriculture,  plantes  cultivées,  Nigéria  du  Nord-Est 
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The -ti.tle af t h i s  papa  is a deliberate ~~~~~~~@ to a well-kmom  paper by 
Nick David published in the mid-1970s (David 1976). That paper was a 
strihg first zttempt to use eidmce from crop rqertoires ,to establish the 
histoPnea1 pattern of  adoption and change of crops in NoPthem Cameroon. 

This paper has much the same goal with respect to Northeastern Nigeria - 
with some important m&odological  differences. These relate  largely to the 
sources of evidence. In the first place, apart from the work of Corn& (1981 
and ether refermces therein) there has bem no significmt archaeslogka1 
work in ehis area. Seeondly, there is liMe secondary literature  of any 
importance rdating to  crops. By comprison with Northem Camerom, the 
general ethnographie literature is extremely impoveripshd md 0fim relates 
more to material culture and tradidonal religion than economic  topics. Early 
travellers are usefbl for tracliing the sgread of IlnewII crops such as the 
cdtigens of South h e r i c a n  sri&, but listing referaces to pmzrb in 
Denham md Clapperton adds relatively litde to our lmowl 
of sorghum in .this r@orn. 

Another aspect of ehis type of agarian history is .the htwgation of the 
recmt past with prehistory. Because of the disciplinary boundaries that 
separate prehistorims from anthropologjsts md devebpment specialists, 
history aftm takes on a bipartite appwrmce. Prehistory and the early 
colonial period being a l o ~ ~  the "amdemic" slat md recent change the 
province  of  developers  or  professienal agriculturalists. However, the 
developmmt documa~a of two deeades aga? such as .the Land Resource 
Developmmt Reports, are the historical material of t~day.  More importmtly, 
if prehistorians beeome  more aware of the processes of change that can be 
docummted for the inunediate presmt they would perhapps find more  flexible 
ways of interpreting the past. Conversely? if developers  were  more  familiar 
with agricultural history, their schemes mi& have a b&er  chance af success. 

Mthough it is ofim assumd that the nmrer the presmt, the better the 
docmm&tion for  historia1 change, ehis is ofim not the case in Nigeria. The 
historical  archives essmtially cover the colonial pemod md provide 
documentation of the processes of administration, md more  occasionally 
descriptive eehnoaphy of considerable interest. Since 1960, the volume of 
printed  material has mdtiplied dramatially and becsme correspon&dy 
dispersed. Less of it is descriptive and more proscriptive - in other  words it 
is easier to find out what the authorities want famers to do thSm what they 
are actually doing. Similarly, the r ise of a professional agonomy establish- 
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ment has meant an expansion  of  research papers based on station  plots  and 
simulated farm conditions  rather than actual farms. Finally, with the 
exception of the University of Maiduguri, the research  concentrations are in 
the centre of Nigeria,  and  Bomo  and  Gongola State tend to be under- 
represented  compared  with, for example, Hausaland. 

h a r t  from the record of historical  change,  Northeastern  Nigeria also 
provides  a testing ground for theories  of the material  correlates of political 
systems. A variety of  highly  structured  hierarchical  polities  have  arisen in this 
region,  most  notably the Kanuri  kingdoms, but prior to  that  the less well- 
documented  kingdoms of Wandala  and Sukur and later the Lamidate of  Yola: 
In the southwest  of the region,  Fika  and Pabir were also partly centralized 
state-like  systems. To the south and West, these polities  confronted  a large 
zone of  more  diverse  and  less  numerous  peoples  with  whom  their  relationship 
was (and  is)  ambiguous - on the one  hand,  initial  contacts  were  almost 
invariably through warfare and  raiding - but those Who came to raid stayed 
to  trade and the gradua1  exploitation  of the produce of t h i s  region, the 
evolution  of caravan routes  and the diffusion  of  cultural  and  social practices 
is a narrative whose  elicitation has hardly begun. 

The paper also has  an additional  goal - to undenvrite the often vague 
platitudes about the dynamism  and  flexibility in traditional farming systems 
with evidence. The historical  dimension  makes it possible to see that  the 
common  opposition  between  "traditional"  and  "modem" so beloved  of 
developers  and ofien of anthropologists  interested in other  aspects  of  society 
is not  really  very  useful.  Farming  systems  respond to  the rather crude 
pressures of  economics  and  more  complex  situations creatd by innovation, 
mirroring types of  change in the larger society. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Thls type of agrarian history  essentially  depends on three types of source 
material;  archaeology,  historical  records  and  current  ethnographic  research. 
However,  concealed within descriptive  ethnography is the evidence  of 
linguistics.  Names of plants, tools and  systems c-an uncover  historical 
stratification of agricultural innovation once correctly  interpreted. So little 
work  has been  published on crops  and farming systems in this region that  it is 
impossible to draw broad  conclusions  from the distribution  of  species. 
However, lists of  names for food-crops in a  variety of languages do exist and 
these provide  a basis for constructing  a  historical  stratification. A study of 
the historical stratification of food plants among the  Nupe people was 
published in Blench (1986). 
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Chce the research rploves on to a larger eanvas, it is possible to establish 
which crops show a variety of reconstructible roots in the various language 
families md which cross linguistic boumdaries, sugg&ing more recmt 
difision. This technique was first explored by Williamson (1970) in a paper 
exploring the food-crops of the Niger Delta and more reccdy for selected 
plants in Southern Nigeria  (VJilliamson, forrtkesmg). A sifllnlar study of the 
historical stratification of food plants among the Nupoid-speabg peoples is 

One aspect of th is type of reconstruction is ehe cornparison wîth nearby 
Imguage families. For example, the Bmue-Congo languages of Ssuthern 
Nigeria represmt a large, cornplex and relatively  well-documer&xl goup.  It i s  
possible ts show that a variety of fosd-plants will reconstrud in Bmue- 
Congo lmguages - for example, the aerial yam and the cowrpa. This makes 
it virtually certain that these are mcient domesticates in t h i s  gneral region 
and that to inteqret the eviderce from miabouring families we c m  at least 
assume a gmeral antiquity for the region. hdap 1 shows Nigeria with gmeral 
indications sf regions, placenames ancl other language families referrd to 
sutside the region that is the focus sf the paper. 

An interesting problem in relation to the cornparison sf tems for food- 
plants in varisus Imguages is the problem of relexifiwtion, i.e. the 
replacement of m older term by a loan-word from a more prestigious 
Ianguage. For example, the rise of Hausa as a prestige  language in Northern 
Nigeria md the retreat sf both FulMde and Kmuri has somdrnes ha$ .the 
effect of replacing indigrnous tems with Hausa borrswings. Sornetimes this 
can be detected by using early vocabularies such as Barth's, but where 
sources are less cornplete ody  more detail& ehnobotanical research will 
uncover the correct kistory of individual crops. 

Blmch (1 989). 

Essentially there are two differmt strwrns sf archaeologal data th& 
inform md bedevil mgr discussion of the prehistory of Northeastern Nigeria. 
The first is the worlc sf Comah at D a i m  in northern Borno. Cornah (1981) 
summarizes al1 previous referaces md  is an attempt to put the excavation 
fmdings into a broader rnvirsmental context. Cornah (1984)  reports on a 
survey of sites in Southern Borno but t k i s  has y& to be followed up any 
extensive  excavation.  Comparable work in Northern Carneroon is 
summarized by Marliac (1 98 1 )  and David (1 98 1). 
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MAP 1 NORTHEASTERN  NIGERIA:  ADMINISTRATIVE 
BOUNDARIES  AND  INFRASTRUCTURE 

Malam 

Republic of Niger 

........ Untarred  Road 

- Major River 
Major  Town 
State  Capital ' --- State Eoundary 

_.._. International 
Boundary 
Grassy  Wetland 

O 50 1 O0 
[N.B. Two  new  States, Taraba and Yobe were created in September, 
1991. No precise  maps of their boundaries have yet been published Kilometres 
and so only  their general locations are markedj RMB 16/1 1/91 
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The second is the extasive archaeologial  suweys  conductd by Griaule 
md Lebeuf (references in Lebeuf7  1969) on the region around Lale Chad. 
These suweys carri& an intelledual supercargo -the quest for the 
myhological Sao people, whose giant pots and day figurines are fowd 
thro&oUe th is region. The identity of the Sao -or evm the notion that they 
constitutd a discrete &.hic g s u p  seem to be irresduble and no use of t h i s  
data is made in f i s  paper. 

Historical sources are of a variety of types that partly mirror the evolutisn 
of the societies  described. The earliest  material is contained in the texts of the 
Arab geoaphers which go back as  far as the 8th century. This material is 
nst always a s y  ts interpret and is most usefid for major food-plants - 
nonethelas there are mmy valuable pointers cmbdded in .the texts. Lewicki 
(1 974) has fiblletd the Arabic sources for referaces to food plants and his 
compilation is the most comprehensive study for the whole  region. 

In the post-medieval  period, al1 studies of this region  inevitabbly start with 
the pisnering work  of Heimich Barth md there are few  subjects on which he 
does not have some illu smmtany. Apart  from the matemals in his 

ndes @a& 1862) a onal  observations. Benton (1912) also 
published a seledon of Barth's additional  vocabularies that did not appear in 
the Grst set. Nachtigal (in Bomo 1870 but here quoted in -the modem 
mota ted  English translation, 1980) devoted a chapter  of his travels to the 
food of B ~ m o .  Mhterials on Born0 were sy~thesized by Schultze (1913) 
althou& his work adds suqrisingty liLele to earlier  authors. B a r b d o  (1 989) 
has recmtly synthesised both e;Wshg documentary material and oral 
traditions relathg to the IVkmdara Sulha te .  

3.3. Lexicographieal sources 

The major  Ianguages have usefid lexicmgraphical sources  and II have used 
Abraham  (1949) for ]Hausa and Hutchinson and Cfler (1 990) for Kmuri. 
Taylor's  (1932) FulMde dictionary is the principal  source for Nigeman 
Adamawa but Noye (1 989), altho~~gh concerne$ with Fdiùlde af Northern 
Cameroon,  cites  many af the same forms found in Nigerian Adamawa. Al 
the linguistic, ethnographie and botaical data in this paper come from  my 
o m  fieldwork, 198 1 - 199 1, unless othenvise specifically  referenced. 

s and lanpage classification of the Linguistic Atlas sf Cameroon 
ieu, 1983) provide an important  cross-border  perspective for the 

Wigerim linguistic md ethnogaphic data. Berns (1986) surveyed the 
Adamawa <and Chadie-speaking grsups in the central  region, in particular the 

. .  
1857-1858) the f o o t ~ t e s  %CI his linguistic 
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Ga'anda and Yungur,  and  gives  a  number of valuable  maps  showing  local 
migrations as well as a mass of  detail  on  material  culture. 

No systematic  linguistic  survey has ever  been  undertaken in this region 
and many of its languages  remain  virtually unknown. The wordlists  of  Meek 
(193 1) are still a signifiant resource as are the Chadic  wordlists in Kraft 
(1981)  despite their hasty collection.  Wolff  (197 1) has contributed  some 
fbrther survey material.  Kanuri  citations are taken from Cfler and 
Hutchinson (1 990). 

Much of the gwgraphical, botanical  and  linguistic  material in this paper is 
based on original  fieldwork  by the author  during the period 1983-1991. In 
addition,  whatever  botanically  related  material  exists in herbarium  material 
has  been  synthesized for the new  edition  of the Useful Plants of West 
Tropical  Africa ( c j  Burkill,  1985, for Volume 1). Bokhari and Ahmed 
(1983) have studied  some  of the cultivated plants of Borno from a 
horticultural  point  of  view. 

3.4. Ethnographie  sources 
For  the non-Muslim  peoples south of Borno, the most  significant early 

ethnography from the Nigerian  side is the work  of  Meek (1 93 1) whose  studies 
of  individual groups and  their  languages  remain valuable and in many cases 
have not been  replaced. The only  recent  synthesis  of the ethnography  of this 
region is  the study of  Wente-Lukas (1977) on the non-Islamic groups south of 
Lake Chad.  Although  valuable as a  guide to  the scattered literature it is not 
based  on  new  fieldwork in Nigeria. 

For Cameroon, the ethnographic  sources are both  voluminous and are 
often more directly concerned  with  plants  and their uses. Many of those 
available  up to 1975 were  used  by  David  (1976)  and are not fbrther discussed 
here.  Only those which  bear diredly on the soceities further West are analysed 
here. An important source for both  political listory and speculations about 
cultivated plants is Lebeuf  (1976) Who analysed the sources of the Kotoko 
crop  repertoire. 

4. THE REGION UNDER STUDY 

4.1. Administrative 

Northeastern Nigeria is a large region  and 1 have set limits  on it  for  the 
purpose of this study. It takes in the east of present-day  Borno State and 
Gongola State, north of the Benue  River. In September,  1991,  both  Borno 
and  Gongola States were  divided  into two by  Government  decree.  New  States, 
based  on Damaturu in  northern  Borno  and  a Taraba State, with  a capital at 
Jalingo but including  southern  Gongola State are presently  being set up. 1 
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have g iva  lms attention to the extreme west  of Bomo State -the old Fika 
Emirate and the flood-plains of the Hadejia-Jama'are up towards Ngum- 
Gashua. These rqresmt differmt systems from those 1 am describing and 
have recmtly bem dmlt with in some detail from an ee~logical point of view 
(IVhtirnore, 1988). 

The most cornprehefisive picture of the climate, ec01og-y and vegehtion of 
Nolrthmstern Nigeria is the Land Resource  Division Study of North-Eastern 
Nigeria @e Lwuw et aZ., 1972). Most of Borno consists  of semi-arid 
Savannah or sub-desert, with flooded pastures towards Lake Chad md 
montme regions in the e r e m e  south-east. The soils in the no&-cmtral part 
of Bomo are largely aeolian sands, fomed by vind-driA from the desert. The 
basic agriculture of the savmahs is uplmd rainfed  cultivation, bas& on 
millet, sorghums and pulses. 

Lake Chad no longer exists as a body of open water in Nigeria? md it has 
b m  replace$ by open plains of swampy  grassland or evm d v  savm&.  The 
former lakeshore is still marked by notable changes in veg&tion. The 
prehistoric extent of Lake Chad can be sem from the distribution afjirki, a 
distirneeive Clay plain of blaclc wtton soil. The plains are broad flat 
expmses of hmv-y Clay> virtually %Nihout trees. In the wet sason, eheir gass 
mver consists of annuak such as Sorghzm aethiopiczan. There  are relatively 
few trees, but. in places stands of acacias and desert-date intermpt the plain. 

The &oza hills, dong the Cameroon border2 are part of the larger granite 
chah of .Che ll!kmdara momtains and, in the south-west, the Biu  Plateau, a 
basalt plain, rises to  nwrly 1,008 m. In the Ib9amh-a momtains, ellaborate 
terracing systems prevmt soi1 erosion, and complex  rotations sf crops prevmt r 

soi1 exhaustion. The river valleys are  inteisivdy cropped but the upland 
regions are usually ody plantd with cerals, and the site of fields are 
change$ regularly. 

Map 2 shows a synthesis Of rhe ethic goups of .the region with their 
linguistic zffiliations. The distribution of Ianguages rqresmts a usefi11 index 
sf the broad e h o f i s t o r y  of the region. 
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MAP 2. LANGUAGES OF NORTHEASTERN NIGERIA 
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Kanuri were  confïned to hrther 
north  until the nineteenth and 
early  twentiath centuries and 
much of the  Maiduguri  region 
was inhabited by Gmergu and 
Mar&. 

Eongu& 
3. Chadic  The Hausa are either  traders or West @hadie:  Dera, Hausa 

Central Chadic: Bura, 

Bata, Sukur, Kotoko, etc. 
season cultivation. Mar&, Pali, Lmang ,  
famers specialising  in dry- 

4. BantLI Jaamn:  Mbula-Bmza 
5 .  Semitic Shum Arabs The  Uled Suliman are recent 

Uled Suliman migrants  to the region (1 986s) 
6 .  Atlantic 1 Fu16e 

The following  sections s r n a r i s e  relevant  social and agicultural aspects 
of these goups. 

X a m  : Kanuri goup 
The Kmud proper were orighally one people with the &wembu, the 

people of HCmem, which is the region nofi-mst of Lake Chad. However, the 
two groups separateeil at unlmown time and now spmk different,  but closely 
relateel, languages. Standard Kmuri (the Yerwa dialect) is generally 
understood thro~ghout Bomo althou& individual goups have their own 
speech-forms. The Kmuri (and other pwples of Borno) are oftm knom as 
"Beriberi" outside Borno and the M d d e  Belt of Nigeria has mmy "Beriberi" 
comunities, qost of which  now speak Hausa. Z a h r i  (1985) gives a usefbl 
recmt synthesis of the cornplex sourcematerial on the peoppling of Bomo. 

In the main, Kanuri  are cultivators, but have substantial holdings of both 
at t le  and  small 'hminmts. Mere the environment permits, they manage 
these animals directly;  however,  where Pasture is inadquate or there are 
water shorhges, they have  developed  entrustment  arrangements with the 
Shuwa  and the Ful6e. The Kmuri are well-hown  for their elabborate and 
mcient kingslip systems, and their  cornplex  hierarchical  social structure 
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(Cohen 1967). The administrative  hierarchy  of bulamas was  imposed  on 
many  of the peoples  in  southern  Borno  and  Kanuri  became an effective lingua 
franca for the region. 

The  Kanuri live interleaved  with  more  pastoral  groups,  speaking  closely 
related  speech-forms. In the north, these are represented by  the  Mober and 
Manga and in the central  region  by the Badawai  and  Koyam. The Koyam fa11 
into two main groups; one  which  migrates east-West  between Damboa and 
Biu;  south  of the main  Bauchi-Maiduguri  road, the other  between Gajiram 
and  Gudumbali.. They are opportunistic  cultivators Who sow upland  millet 
when the rains are adequate. The dry years  in the 1980s have compelled 
many to become  exclusive pastoralists. 

ADAMACVA 

The main  group of  Adamawa  languages in northeast  Nigeria are  the 
Yungur  languages. the Yungur  were  described by Meek (193 1) and Berns 
(1986) although  much  of the distributional  and  ethnonymic  information they 
give is inaccurate. In addition, there are the little-known  Longuda  languages 
in the southwest  of the region. Al1 these peoples are dispersed subsistence 
cultivators  depending  generally on  rain-fed agriculture. 

cmzc 
The region is by and large the domain  of Central  Chadic  languages, and of 

West  Chadic,  only Dera wanakuru] "naturally" falls within the region 
between the Yungur  languages  and  Wiyaa waja]. However, Hausa, although 
spoken  only  by  recent  migrants  and as a  second  language, has exercised  a 
powerful  influence on the region,  witnessed by the extensive  loan-words 
found  in al1 the languages of the region.  Like the Adamawa-speakers  almost 
al1 Chadic groups are dispersed  with  no  central  authority.  Since the late 
1960s, the peoples  of the Gwoza  hills (the foothills of the Mandara proper) 
have  been  subjected to substantial  political pressure to move to  the plains 
through the Gwoza  Resettlement  Scheme. 

West  of this region, the kingdoms  of the Pabir and  Bole at Fika represent 
the growth of larger political  units. In the northeast, the Wandala  kingdom 
represented an important influence on the region in the period  preceding the 
Kanuri  expansion. The political  influence  of the Wandala throughout this 
region  in the period  immediately  before the Ful6e  incursions is manifest  in 
many  references to them  in  oral  traditions, for example, the Ga'anda origin 
myth  of the rolling pot that  came from  Wandala  (Berns, 1986). * 

North of the Wandala  are the chiefdoms  of the Kotoko,  described in some 
detail  by  Lebeuf (1969). The Kotoko  control the region  between the two 
rivers  marking the Nigerian  and  Chadian  borders - "a  Mesopotamia" as 
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Barth @all@d it. .Alutho& Islamiad, they have presewd a h i d y  
individualistic sacralisd h g s h i p  system with historie traditions  apparently 
markhg a considerable .timedqth. If m y   g o u p  has links with the 
mythologjcal Sao it is mdoubtedy the Kottoko, but th is issue will be 
convenimtly sidestqped here. 

BWTU 
The Bmtu lmguages are represmted by a single goup, the Mbda 

Bwazaa, whs spwk a Sarawan B m u  language. Despite l h g ~ s t i c  
demonstrations of  the unity ofthe goup (e.g. lkiiddieson Williamson  1975 
or Gerhardt 1983), the historical  proeess that 1 4  to the Sarawan Bmtu being 
distributed aeross Central Nigeria remains wdmom. 

SEA4ITIC 
Shuwa d4.rabs 
Shuwa At-abs are mobile pastsralists whose links are with the relatd 

Arabie-speaking goups in  northern  Cameroon and Chad. They appar to 
have first pmdrated th is  on in the fourte-nth m t u r y  (Zeltner 1970). 
Atthough they are essmtially pastoralists, thteir systems for crspping the$& 
are highly developd and relate ta those hrther ~ s t .  Thte Shuwa have 
pemment s d e m m t s  where they practice both rainfd and flood-retrmt 
agriculture, but at least part af the family is semi-permanmtly on the move 
with its herds. White (1941a) has sumarised the farming systems of the 
Shuwa. 

Ued Suliman 
The Ud Suliman are a group OF Libyan Arabs who have ody begun to 

corne h t o  Nigeria since about 1980. Orighally €rom the F e z m ,  they 
migratecl first into Chad in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  and thence into the Republic  of Niger 
in the wale afthe Chadim Civil War. Their earlier history is narratted  by Le 
Rouvreur  (1989:  436-441). They are came1 pastoralists Who  sel1 cubr, dried 
camel-cheese, or occasionally the camels  themselves, to buy grain. 

ATLMIC: FUI 6e 
Atlantic languages are  rqresmted by a single goup, the FulGe. The FulGe 

in Northmstern Nigeria are sharply divided into the urban and pastoral 
goups; the establishent of the LamiGe of Piombina in Ysla (Abubakar 
1977) m d  the adjacent lamidates in presmt-day Northern Carnerosn  have a 
history that is only tmuously connected with the gradua1  infiltration af 
pastoral FulGe into the region. 

It is not h o m  when the Fd6e first entered Borno, although some sources 
suggest that it was during the seventeenth century. The most important 
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pastoral groups in komo  are  the Anagamba,  Bokolooji,  Uda'en,  and 
WodaaGe, Who  Come from the Republic of  Niger,  whence they return in the 
wet  season to tend their farms. The main  agro-pastoral  group  in this region is 
the Ful6e Maare, Who live  among the Kanuri  and the Shuwa  and have often 
adopted their farming systems. Further south, a scatter of  different  clans, 
originally  from the Bauchi area, such as  the Rahaji, live among the 
cultivators. Broadly  speaking, al1 the pastoral Ful6e also cultivate,  usually 
only small areas of  cereals. 

5. FARMING SYSTEMS AND INDIVIDUAL CROPS 

5.1. Systems of cdtivation 

Northeastern  Nigeria  exhibits a wide  range  of subsisterm systems 
generally incorporahg both pastoral and  agricultural  elements. Broad 
descriptive  work on systems  of  cultivation is more  generally available than 
detailed  discussions of cropping systems. The Land  Resources Report on 
Land Use in Northeastem  Nigeria  (De  Leeuw et al., 1972) includes a useful 
map of farming systems  (op  cit, Map 7) and  a  rather  less  us&  map  of 
"major crops''  (op cit, Map 11) that is really  a map  of  Cotton  and groundnut 
sales points.  These  maps are of  historical  interest  because they were  created 
before the  dryhg up  of the Komadugu  Yobe, the retreat  of Lake Chad  and the 
development  of the major irrigation schemes  on thefirki. 

Dry-season farming is practised in the Valley  of the Komadugu  Yobe 
along the Republic  of  Niger  border  and  on the swampy areas of Lake Chad. 
The Komadugu was originally the basis for  an elaborate  irrigation  scheme 
established in the  late 1950s to produce  wheat  and  residues for livestock  feed. 
The swampy grasslands between  Hadejia  and  Gashua  have traditionally been 
a signifiant resource for fadama cropping,  fishing  and  livestock  feed  (Adams 
and Hollis 1987). However, the construction of the Tiga  Dam  in the mid- 
1980s has drawn off water  into the Hadejia-Jama'are  River  Basin  in Kano 
State, reducing the flooded area West  of Gashua  and  leaving the Komadugu 
Yobe  virtually  dry in its upper  reaches for most of the year. 

The traditional farming systems  have  not, by and  large,  undergone the 
transformation to the intensive  systems common  in  other parts of  northern 
Nigeria. Bush- or forest-fallow  cultivation is still  predominant in the southern 
parts of the region. Irrigation is only  in  scattered  patches  along the main  river 
systems,  although rice is cultivated  in  seasonally  flooded  swamps West  of 
Lau. Along the Benue  River near Yola,  some  flood-retreat  cultivation is 
practised, both to supply the t o m  with  vegetables and to grow mxakwa 
sorghum. 
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In thejrki, a distinctive a r l y  dry season cropping pattern has emergd 
bas4  on the cdtivztion af dwarf sor&um, ~tzma!ava. Thte se& are plant& '- 
on the flat in early Odober and depend on moisture r a ine$  at the &es of 
fields by mud bunds ($%lhlte, 1941%). As De Leeuw et aZ. (1972: 13) point sut ,~ 
the hwvy soils were  not traditionally cultivatecl in the rainy  season but that 
the lure of profits from Cotton has increasd the incidmee of faming. 

Terraces in the montagne regions vangr from simple  lines  of stones 
("check-bu&") to extremely elaborate stonewalls. fillaire (1 988, 1991) 
has  begun the mapping of the terrace systems of the IMkndara mountains writh 
a view t o  creating a sort of chronologgr sf agarian systems for the upland 
aras .  Mgesd (1924: 73) discusses the movement of urbm FulGe  no& from 
Yola to  settle new t oms  md s h r t  the cultivation of dry season gardas 
grswing onions . 
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Broadly speaking the first four systems can be regarded as "ancient"  while 
both swamp  and irrigation systems  seem  only to have begun to spread 
recently. 

5.2. Individual crops 

The history of  individual  crops is evidently  speculative  and  without more 
detailed  ethnography of particular groups it is impractical to sketch  more than 
the broadest outlines.  Beyond the identification  of  wild  progenitors  provided 
by botanists, linguistics  offers the most  productive  means  of  establishing the 
direction and epoch  of the spread of  individual plants. The following  section 
summarizes the evidence for  the major  food-plants  in  Northeastern  Nigeria. 
5.2.1. Tubers 
-+ Dioscorea bulbifera, Aerial  yam 

The aerial  yam, Dioseorea bulbifera, is an  ancient  food-crop in many 
parts of West  Africa  and is recorded in the southern parts of the region. 
Blench (1989) proposed a reconstruction for Proto-Benue-Congo, *-dm. 
Although it has generally  assumed to  be  part of the natural flora the similarity 
with Indian varieties  make it possible that  it  was an  ancient  introduction. 

In some  cases,  aerial  yams  may be transplanted  from the bush to  the 
compound. It is rarely  recorded  in  published  sources  and  no firm conclusions 
can be  drawn from the variety  of tems gathered so far. 
4 Dioseorea rotundata, Guinea  yam 

The  true guinea  yam, Dioseorea rotundata, seems  not  have  b& known in 
this region  until  comparatively  recently. Most people see it only as a trade 
item,  although it is extensively  cultivated by the Mumuye near Jalingo,  and 
seed yams  have  dispersed  northwards  from this area. 
-+ Dioseor.eapraehensilis, Bush  yam 

The taxonomy of cultivated  yams is sufficiently  complex for  the 
identification  of this yam to be uncertain. The main  cultivated  yam in 
northwestern  Adamawa was a thorny bush  yam,  presumably Dioseorea 
praehemilis, that was transplanted  into the compound  and  allowed to twine 
up a stick. This practice has also been  reported  among the  Masa (David, 
1976: 251) although the transplanted yanx in Cameroon are identified as 
Dioseoreu  abyssinica. The Guinea-yam, Dioseorea rotundata, has only  been 
cultivated in this region  recently  and the main  agents of its difision appear to 
be  the Mumuye people,  around  Jalingo, for whom it is a staple. Among the 
Yungur, D. rotundata is ofien known as  the "Mumuye  yam" as opposed to D. 
praehensilis, which is called the ltcompoundtt  or  "Yungur"  yam. The common 
Chadic root bulum that occurs on  both  sides  of the border  seems to refer 
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indiscrininately to almost any type of yam and has been borrowd into 

+ Cslocmim esscdentm, Taro, old  eecoyam md ~ a n t ~ ~ ~ s o ~ ~ a  mmjiafa, New 
cocogram 

Both the original place of dsmestiation and the routes by cvhich the 
cocoyam  reached  West Mrica are controversial. Accordhg to  Pluch& 
(1976) wild Colocmirr is fomd both in hdia and the Malay  peninsula, taro 
may have b m  domesticated in either a r a .  Pluckndt (op cit) and 
subsquently Watson (1983) have suggested that the wcoyam sprmd d o m  
the Nile  valley md thence to West Africa asis of th is  appears to  be  the 
presmce in West Mrica of mats such as which are held to derive from 
the Arabic qdqaos. This seems inhermtl atic for many reasons not 
the lwst ofwhich is the failure of th is  root to appear in key languages  such as 
f i u s a  or Kanuri. Evm in the regions  of greatest cultivar  diversity? such as in 
Southern Nigeria, the -ks Q root appears only  sporadically. 

Matever the truth of this, eocoyams are clearly well-establishd in the 
humic and subhurrnid  regions  of West Mrim and are alss cultivated in 
uplmds writhin the sermi-arid zone.  From Camerom there is evidence for the 
mcimt  cdtivation of  cocoyams in the hi11 regions (Seignobos, 1988) but  no 
evidmce  is available for t h i s  in Nigeria. However, an older stratum of 
eecoyam  cultivation is certainly present in Southern Zaria which suggests a 
possible etension in the @vGroza on. The  'lnaturalll  extension  of  eocoyams 
is in more humid regions,  although with the extension of  swamp and dry 
season, cultivation  both types of cseeyam have  become well-lmom. 
have bsrrowd the f i u s a  a rather than the Shuwa h a b i c  
(Arabie arguing against a Nîle valley introdu@tion. Cocoyams are 

which in prin2ple apply to .the "old" and I'new'' types. However, in some 
languages, terms relztd to m&abs are recorded,  suggesting a sewndary 
spread  of the n m  cocogram  up into the a r a  from  southem  Cameroon. 
Seignobos (1 988) has recmtly describecl the spread of a new cultivar of C. 
i!?S@24bnt~z in Chad md Cameroun  which is effectively acting 'to displace the 
former Iow-yielding "archaie" .taros. 
Q Spomoea batmtm, Sweet potato 

The swet  pot& sems to  have b m  introduced  on the coast by the 
Porturnese some time in the seventeenth  century. David (1976: 2511, in 
mmparing Barth and Nachtigal, argues  that it must  have b e m  brou& to 
Borno between mel 1880. There are two key  lexemes, 
(Fulhlde) mmd d (Hausa) that track the introduction  of th 
potato. Broadly speaking, the Fulffilde names are found in Ianguages almg 

most Co I a o m  by th&- SiulMde names, tmdawje and bsmtojsje, 
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the border with Cameroon  and in the Yola area. Versions  of  both terms are 
found in Kanuri (khduwri and dangrili). However, the Yungur and many 
other groups use the  Hausa term, suggesting that  Hausa traders were the 
main agent of its spread.  White  (1941b)  refers to  the cultivation  of  sweet 
potatoes in the Gwoza hills.  Van  Beek  (1981: 117) suggests that  the 
introduction of sweet  potatoes  among the Kapsiki was before 1900  and  that 
the original plants came  from the West in present-day  Nigeria. 
O Manihot esculenta, Cassava,  manioc 

Cassava is of South American origin and was introduced  into  Nigeria by 
the Portuguese as a  cheap  food to feed  slaves  on the Atlantic  crossing. In 
Northern Nigeria, it is k n o m  as much as a starch plant as for food.  Both the 
sweet and  toxic varieties are cultivated  throughout the north. Tardits (1 98 1 , 1: 
329) refers to the claim by Portères that the sweet cassavas were  introduced 
on the Coast by  the Portuguese  and difised northwards  into  Adamawa  while 
the bitter cassavas were  transported  across the desert. As the bitter cassavas 
can be stored for greater periods this is certainly  possible,  although no 
additional  evidence is adduced. 

Barth (1857, 2: 505) records the Ful6e growing  cassava in Yola in the 
1850s and it was on sale in the market in Kukawa in 1903  @enfant 1905: 
190). Northwestern  Adamawa  represents  an  interface  between the Hausa  and 
Ful6e  diffusion  of  crops.  Most  Adamawa  and  Chadic  speakers West  of the 
region use a form of the Hausa rogo, but loanwords  from  Fulfulde mbay are 
common in the border area. The etymology  of the Kanuri garisa is unclear 
but may  be borrowed  from YorubaMausa gari for the processed form. The 
sweet cassavas which  can be eaten  without  preparation are h o m  as ngadali 
in Kmuri. The absence  of this name as a  loan-word in other  languages 
suggests that  the Kanuri  did  not  disseminate cassava. Van  Beek (1981: 117) 
dates the introduction  of cassava among the Kapsiki to  the 1930s. His 
informant stated that the technique  of  cultivation was learnt at Mubi in 
Nigeria. 
O Solenostemon rotund~olius, Hausa potato 

Although an ancient  West  African  cultigen, this plant is hardly known in 
this region. It is cultivated  by  some  of the Yungur-speaking  peoples near 
Song. The Fulfulde term bdumji has  been  adapted  from the common Chadic 
term for yam, bdum. 
O Solanum ttcberoszcm, Irish potato 

The Irish potato is an  Andean  domesticate  but it was carried to Europe 
and  only  introduced into Nigeria in the colonial  period. It is still unknown in 
many parts of  Northeastern  Nigeria  except as a trade item.  Where  cultivated 
it is generally  perceived as a  variety  of the sweet potato. In Kanuri, the Irish 
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potato is the "Europm's sw& potato", borrowing sweet po'eo from h u s a .  
The potato must also have spread from  Cameroon,  because in some border 
Ianguages it is a l l d  Bss eter> evidmtiy  borrowing from Frmckm pstnrm-dt?- 
terre. 
5.2.2. Cermls 
Q Digitaria exilis7 Fonio 

Examples of the cult.ivation of  f o i s  in Nofieastern Nigeria are 
wnspicuous by thtir absace, aletnough Porthres (1 976)  shows the region of  
D. exilis sp reahg  as far as Lake Chad. It is likely that th is  is a cat-eographic 
exaggeration and fonio is ody  h o m  in the extreme west. of Borna The 

of a k- prefix is attestecl in other Ioan-words. H o w e r ,  Denhan and 
Clapperton (1828, 1: 198, II: 159) refers to a g a s s  with dible s e d s  that is 
surely cram-cram, Cenchms bzJorza, calld kashda or 
t l i s  name a cofision may have arism with the true foni 
(1976: 246) records three apparent cases crf fonio cultivation  in northem 
Cameroon these are now h o w n  ts be enonmus identifications'. ~n etne a r l y  
colonial literature "foniol' may be used to refer to small gatlnerd grains such 
Pmicum laetunz, a h  h o w n  as "fonio sauvage". 
Q Elessine coraca~a, Finger-millet 

The precise sri& of finger-millet  remains dlisputed as experts presently 
disagrec on an African or hdlian wild progmitor (Portkres 1976: 417 md 
ditorial footnote). David (1976: 249) makes referace to  the importance of 
figer-millet among a number of Cameroonim and Chadian  peoples, such as 
the Mukhtele and the k h a ,  and it is evidently  important  in the agiculture crf 
the liAhrdara.  Finger-millet is not a c o m o n   c r q  on the Nigerian side, but , 

W t e  (l941b) n&ed it in the crop rotations  in the Mandara terrace 
agiculture, s o m  together with beans. Finger-millet hkes on greater 
importance  in Central Nigeria, especially  on the Jos Plateau and in the' ' 

southern Zaria region. The Fulfblde Lem, cargari, is likely to  have bem 
borrowed from the Kanuri e hab ic  term, t may be comeceed 

the diredon in such a lom has 

Kmuri tem, Lais P, is suspiciously  similar to the Hausa accaa, and  the loss 

Eeo Mrimus mentions the cultivation sf barley  in Katsina in the 
sixteenth cmtury and it is a well-established crop among the Teda in the 
Tibesti  (Chapelle 1957: 69) and in the Fezzan (Lyon 1821: 273). It was 

' 1 am grateful to Christian Seignobos for this information. 
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presumably brought to Borno in the medieval  period,  although there is  no 
direct  evidence for this. Barley  seems to have  been  cultivated in small 
quantities as a luxury crop  in  Borno, but never to have  spread further south. 
Clapperton and Denham (1828,  1:  216)  were  sent  presents of barley paste in 
Kuka and Nachtigal(1980: 190)  mentions  barley as a luxury food  in Kuka. It 
was presumably introduced  from North Africa in the Middle  Ages. The 
Kanuri,  Fulfulde and  Hausa names are al1 borrowed  from  Arabic. 

Barley is  more Salt-resistant than wheat  and can be cultivated  with  success 
on halomorphic soils. De Leeuw et al. (1972: 16) mention that in the Yo 
irrigation  scheme, wheat plots  used to be surrounded by a  ring  of  barley to 
make  more  effective use of the Salt  accumulations  along the edges  of  feeder 
m a l s .  
O Oryza glaberrirna, African  rice 

Strabo the Geographer (ca A.D. 12) mentions the cultivation of rice at 
Aujila in Cyrenaica  and it is now  assumed that this must  have  been Oryza 
glaberrinza (Lewicki, 1974: 34).  Indigenous  African rice may not have been 
cultivated  in historic times in this region,  although the wild rice of Lake Chad 
(Oryza barfhii) was regularly  gathered  in the nineteenth  century. Al m a r i  
(mid-14th  c.) says that (gathered?) rice was an  important staple in Kanem 
(Lewicki, 1974: 22). The origin  of the rice mentioned in many  places by 
Denham e f  al. (1828, Il: 159) is said to  be "Soudan"  though he mentions the 
cultivation  of  rice in Muf€atai  (Mifatai  on his  map but perhaps modern 
Makari south of Lake Chad).  David  (1976:  249)  mentions  African rice 
cultivated by the Afae Eotoko] and the Duru (both in  Cameroon). 
Domesticated floating rices  seem to have  been unknown in this region but as 
De Leeuw et al. (1972: 17) note, they have  been  brought in by  Hausa 
migrants  from the Sokoto  region. 
O O p a  sativa, Asian  rice 

The introduction  and  spread of Asian  rice in Africa is controversial. 
Asiatic rice was  first introduced on the coast by  the Portuguese  and  names for 
it in Southern Nigeria reflect this origin.  However, it  has been  argued that 
Asian rice, which was h o w n  in the circum-Mediterranean  region by the 
Islamic  period, was independently  carried  across the desert (Nayar, 1973 and 
Watson,  1983). There is, however,  no  evidence for this view except  grounds 
of  likelihood and  there  is  no clear  example  of  adapted sativa cultivars  existing 
in the  Lake Chad  region in pre-colonial  times. 

Today,  Asian rice is widely  cultivated  throughout this region,  both by 
Hausa migrants and by indigenous  farmers. The development  of  rice  research 
in  Nigeria has led to  the distribution  of  research station varieties  which may 
be carried to farmers directly  through  projects or indirectly  through  migrant 
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cultivators. De Eeuw el' al. (11972: 17) mention .the variety BG.79 was 
widesprwd in Bomo in the 1960s. 

T9m-e is a strong association ~4th the Hausa, and mmy goups first leamt 
riee cultivaion  from  Hausa dry-season famers. As a result, rice is h o u n  as 

in mmy languages evm in Cameroon.  Fewer  languages  have 
or some variant, inelicahg an origin with the Ful6e . 

The pmniseturn rrnillets are indigrnous to  West Africa and are generally 
thought to have b e n  domestkatecl on the southern m a r e s  of the desert. 
There are two b  llet in the region, o&en k n o m  by  th&  Hausa 

is a short-smsm millet2  maturing in 4 md a 
tale as long as six months. Ahho 
givm separate names in Kanuri 

short-season milleb], there is some evidmce that further soueh it i 
more  widely k n o m  and that the aiwa types have recmtly been distributed 
by the Ful6e. The Arabic c l u k a  ears to be unrelatecl to my local terms. 
O Xorghum bicolor, Sor&um 

The most detainllled study of the history and  evolution of the Mrican 
sorghums is  Harlan and Steder (1976). The history of the sorghums in t h i s  
region are complex md can only be treated in summary. Sor&ums c m  be 
elivided into long and short  season types md also those that are g o m  in 
residual moisture or in irrigted dry season grdens. The long-season 
sorghums, lmom by the generic awa in Hausa are the base staple 
.thrsu&out the a r a  and there is a corres ' elaboration of terminology. 
Tke short-season sorghurns, knom as jl Fulfùlde, seem to be well 
established in the region and have a series of quite dist inct  roats in Adarnawa 
Ianguages. Apart from durra, the sorghms have traditionally been tall- 
sterneel and the stems play an important  role in both mimal f d  md house 
construction. However, the resmrch station sorghums with short stems and 
markdy  hi&er yields have made  some progess through the regton since the 
1 950s. 

The individual sedons below  consider .the different races of sorghm as 
define$ by  Harlm md Steder (op. cit.). 
O Sorghzurn bicolor race bicolor 

The Bicolor sorghums are the most primitive type ~f domesticated 
sor&m and they  are regarded by h r l a n  el al. (1976: 472) as having 
evolved in the region b&wn nsrtheast Nigeria and Uganda although 
Doggett (1988: 34 @ has more recedy made a case for SouthWest E.Lhopia. 
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C- Sorghum bicolor race caudutum 
The Caudatum  sorghums are regarded  by Harlan et al. (1976: 475) as 

having  evolved  in the region betwm northeast  Nigeria  and  Southwest 
Ethiopia  and they are a  "relatively new'l race.  Nonetheless their evolution is 
still in prehistoric times. A rather spurious  correlation  between  "Chari-Nile" 
[a  now  discarded  language  grouping]  and  caudatum  sorghums  was  advanced 
by Stemler et al. (1975) but th is is not now rmgnised by  most  scholars. 
Carbonized  caudatum  sorghum grains were  recorded at Daima III which is 
assigned  a date of 800 A.D. (Connah,  1981: 188) but  Connah  speculates that 
the inhabitants of Daima 1 (550 B.C. onwards)  already  had  a  mixed  economy 
including  sorghum. The grain sorghum  was  apparently  new to Fulfulde- 
speakers as there is  no distinct  term  in  Fulfulde. 

The red-barked  sorghums known as han dafi in Hausa and  cultivated 
for the red  dye that can be extracted  from the stem  sheath are a variety of 
caudatum. As Hausa and Kanuri have  distinct  terms  which are separate both 
from each other and from the ordinary  caudatum  sorghums it is likely that 
this is a  cultivar as ancient as  the grain  sorghum. 

LANGUAGE 1 DYE SORGHUM 1 GRAIN  SORGHUM 
Arabic (Shuwa) 1 kuludu I ndara 
Hausa I karandafi I damunneri 
Kanuri I maii I nmwhli. masono 
Fulfulde 1 yambe 1 ndammungeri 

O Sorghum bicolor race durra 
The origin of the durra sorghums, mushari or masakwa, is disputed. 

Harlan  and  Stemler  (1976:475) argue that they  were  developed in India  and 
have  spread  back  into  Nigeria  via the Nile Valley. Dogett (1988:49) claims 
that they  evolved in Southwest  Ethiopia  and  were carried to India  from the 
Horn of Africa.  However, the linguistic  and  cultural  evidence  suggests that 
Harlan  and  his  colleagues are correct  in  respect of the West Afiican durras - 
that they were  brought  into North Africa  from India via the Middle East and 
were  carried to  the  Lake Chad  region.  Today, the durra  sorghums are 
distributed al1 along the southern  fringes of the Sahara  (Harlan  and  Stemler, 
Map 3) and are correlated  with the presence  of  flood-retreat  cultivation.  They 
have  essentially the  same name in Kanuri (mosuw6), Fulfulde  and Hausa, 
although this is not  a  loanword  from  Arabic berbere. Recent  ethnobotanical 
work  on  collections  of  sorghums  from  Lake  Chad has drawn the rather 
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surprishg condusion that mmy of the durra sorghws are not of a cornen 
cultivar type by  are unit& by their m&od of cdtivatisn (l%mmnn, P.C.). 
E f i s  is ,tme, then it may that it was rather that cultivation  practiees that 

spread as opposed .ts a specific cultivar. This is likely to have occurred 
during the mdieval period in paralld with other Islarnic imports such as 
wheat and onions. Durra sorghums were rarely cdtivatd by  other goups 
~urtil recmtly md evm nov are lmowm to most pwples via the market  rather 
thm as a cdtivatd erop. They are cultivatecl  extemively as a cash-crop to 
sel1 in urbm centres in Adamawa, especially along the Benue near  Yola. The 
spread of dry-season cultivation kas r m t l y  given thm a boost in miny 
areas. 
+ Tri~ictm aes;tivurn, Bread  wheat 

The whmt g o m  in Northeastem Nigeria  resembles a hard wheat, 
Triticzm dzmmz, but cytological  investigations showd that it was adually a 
hexaploid  bread whmt (Zeven,  1974). Wheat is an ancient  crop in Bomo and 
may have crossd the desert in the medieval period, althou& Barth believed 
its appwrmce was as Pate as 1750. Tems in Northeastem Nigeria are al1 ' 

derivd from the Arabic g m  Lewicki (1974: 40) has colledte$  various 
medieval referaces to  its cultivation  under irrigation on a small-scale as a 
luxury crop across the Sahel. These sources swes t  that wheat may  have 
reachd the environs of Lake Chad  from  Ouargla in modem-day Algeria, as 
early as the twelfth century. 

However, it made little impact in the region  until the colonial period when 
its cultivation was aesuraged in  irrigation  schemes. The irrigation charnels 
along the Komadugu Yobe, on the Nigeriamiger border  were intendd to 
g o v  w h a t  and wheat production was part of the scheme for ,the largescale 
irrigation projeets begm in the 1970s to draw off water from Lale Chad, 
such as the Lake Chad Developmat Authsrity Scheme at New Tvhrte and the 
South Chad Irrigation Project, south of D i h a .  The extent to  which resmrch 
station varidies  have replaeed the traditional Saharm wheats is d m o m  but 
the wllapse of organizd distribution of s d  a d  chernicals  may  have led to 
some of the older varidies rwgining g s ~ m d .  
-+ Zea ~ m y s ,  Miize 

Maize is a South h e r i m  domesticate that reachd Europe in post- 
Columbian times. There are tws important types of maiae in West Mrica, the 
hard,  white, nint maizes most suitable for meal, and softer races that cm be 
roasted or boild and are generally  deeper yellov. m i z e  was introduced  on 
the West Afrim coast by the Portuguese but was prsbably also  brought 
across the Sahara frsm Egypt. It has  been  suggested that the flint maizes 
were  brought across the desert and diffised outwards  from the region Lake 
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Chad. This is supported by  the Hausa name, masara ["Egypt"],  which  may 
derive  from the h u r i  d s a r .  

Denham  (1828, II: 159) refers to maize in his  summary  of Bomo but does 
not make  clear  where it was sold  and  in  what  quantities.  Nachtigal  (1879-89, 
II, 374) noted that it was the second  most  important  crop after sorghum 
grown on the islands  of Lake Chad. It had  certainly  reached Kukawa market 
by 1903 (Lenfant,  1905: 190). It is present throughout the region but is 
nowhere  a  staple;  other  forms  compare it directly to guinea-corn;  among the 
Yungur, for example, it is known as "Hausa  sorghum".  These  forms  suggest 
that the crop  spread  indirectly, i.e from  farmer to farmer  rather than directly. 

Van Beek  (1981: 117) reports that  the Kapsiki  consider  maize as one  of 
the plants cultivated by their ancestors to protect  them  from the ravages of 
grasshopers. Among the Kotoko, the two types of maize are disthguished - 
the soft maizes are cultivated on Lake Chad  and the hard  maizes are treated 
as field  crops. In local  Arabic, the soft maizes are known as "European 
maize", masara  nasara (Lebeuf,  1976: 26). 
5.2.3. Pulses 

The history of pulses  in  Northeastem  Nigeria is complicated by the lack of 
specificity  in  most  sources; for many  writers 'lbeansl' is description enough. 
Denham (1828,II: 59) refers to four types  of  beans mussaqua,  marya, 
Meeny and kimmay.  Mussaqua must  surely be an  error for masakwa, the 
flood-retreat  sorghum. The general  Kanuri  term for beans is ngi lo  but the 
white  beans  called ngalongudi remain  unidentified. 
+ Avachis  hypogaea, Groundnut, peanut 

The groundnut was introduced  from South America  by the Portuguese  in 
the seventeenth  century. In most parts of  Nigeria,  groundnuts  seem to have 
spread  rapidly  from farmer to farmer and  they  were  generally  perceived as a 
relative  of the Bambara  nut. As a  result, the same term was  applied,  and the 
Bambara nut was  qualified as 'Ilocal''  or  I'indigenous''. Thus among the 
Yungur, the former  name for Bambara nut, *shnara is now applied to 
Avachis, while the term for  Bambara nut is *shnara  enara, i.e.  "Yungur 
groundnut". The Kanuri  name, kciji, resembles  some  northwest  Adamawa 
names,  such as Sukur kolakochi, but the hrection of transmission  remains 
unknown. It may be  borrowed  from the term for Bambara  nut in some  Chadic 
languages  of  northem  Cameroon.  Denham  refers to "ground nuts" in the 
market at Kukawa  (Denham et  al., 1: 217). Barth (1857,5:  334)  notes that 
groundnuts had  reached Sagirmi by the 1850s  and  Lenfant  (1905:  190) 
rekrded them  in the market in Kukawa in 1903.  Barkindo (1989: 177) 
observes that the Mandara cal1  American  groundnuts yina m a n a ,  "Masa 
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' This section  has  been  corrected  follswing  the  recommendations d Dr. Rémy 
Pasquet, Who kindly  sent me a xerox d the relevant section  of lis thesis (Pasquet, 
1994) for which 1 am most grateful. 
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further complicating the picture. Steele  (1972) has discussed  some  of the 
types of cowpea collected  in  Nigeria  and  Pasquet  and Fotso (1994)  have 
published a  detailed  analysis  of the cdtivated types in Cameroon.  Within 
Nigeria, there is a wide  diversity  of  terms,  although it seems  possible to 
reconstruct cowpea back to Proto-Benue-Congo  (Blench,  in  press,  a). 

Pasquet and  Fotso  (op. cit.) distinguish five major  races: 

I Indigenous 1 Introduced I 
textilis 

melanophthalma 
sesquipedalis  biflora 
unguiculata 

Of these, var. textilis is usually  considered the oldest  and is still  cultivated 
for its fibres rather than the beans in  some  remote  areas. BzJrova is the most 
widespread of the 'traditional'  races  with  some  types  in the Mandara  showing 
forms extremely  close to wild types. Melanophthalma is not  an  introduced 
race,  but  nonetheless  appears to be  regarded as more  recent  than bzjlora or 
textilis in the region. It was  only grown on the plains until recently, but new 
cultivars, such  as Ife Brown, coming from  Nigerian  research  stations,  have 
begun to stimulate its adoption in the hi11 regions. Unguiculata and 
sesquipedalis (the  "yard-long bean") were only  introduced in or immediately 
prior to the colonial  period  and  seem to have  spread  from  Southern 
Cameroon. The spiral  cowpea, k à n h i & o  in Hausa, is common in this 
regon. 

A strange footnote to the history of  cowpeas  in this region are  the 
reputedly  aphrodisiac  races  of the ungtliculata group.  These are described by 
Pasquet and  Fotso  (1994:123) as ttd'~rigine certainement  asiatique"  and are 
reserved for chiefs  and  sorcerers.  These appear to have  spread to this region 
in the pre-colonial era, although the mechanism  remains  uncertain. 
5.2.4. Vegetables  and  oil-seeds 
0. Abelmoschzrs esculentus, Okra 

Okra is an  ancient  West African domesticate  although it was apparently 
taken early to Asia.  There are a  wide  number  of  roots for okra  in south- 
central  Nigeria,  although  a  root *kuCV appears to reconstruct to  Roto- 
Benue-Congo. The  Hausa (kubeewa),  Fulfidde  and Kanuri (guwalto) terms 
appear to be unrelated,  although the Fulfidde  Adamawa dialed term for okra, 
baskoje, is probably  borrowed  from Kanuri. 
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Q Alliunz cepn, chlion 
The onion was apparmtly brou&  across the Sahara  from north Afrim by 

trade caravans in the Middle ages and almost al1 lmguages hmx S O ~ E  f ~ m  
of the Arabie name, The Kanuri wuT, look like a direct  Arabie 
lomword, not filterd tlnrough has  borrowed the article ''al'' 
with the stem. The Fulfulde name s borrowd from the name for 
the ''BNild'' onim, i.e. the mots sf valu& thro@sd f i s  regjon 
for 'th& medical virtues.  Yungur has also applid the tenn for lily-root ,to the 
cultivated ornion, disguising its r e m t  introduction. 

White (1 941b)  refers to the cultivation of onions in strmm-side plots in 
the 1930s in the l%fandara, but  gem-ally, onions were  hardly known s o ~  sf " 

there except as tradeitems  mtil Lhe spread of Hausa dry-sason cultivation. 
Q Allium sntiwanz, Garlic c' 

h r l i c  is an Asian  domesticate of unlrnown mtiquity that presumably 
sprad across the Sahara alongside the onion, althou& the absence sf 
referaces in medieval  sources makes th is hard to verifsr. It is use$ as much in 
magical recipes as in food flavouring md is gem-ally sold  in the displays of ' 

Islamic medicine traders. It. does not seee  to be cultivate$ in the non-Muslim 
regions. The Kanuri name for garlic, ka resembles  neither Arabie nor 

from  nion. 
Q Amaranthza spp., Ediible amarmths, "bush greens". 

The taxonomy sf the cdtivated amaranths  remains disputecl, md it is clear 
that escapeel forms recross with Lhose in  domestication to produce a diversity 
sf phei~otypes. The tmo principle d b l e  foms are A. hybridas ssp incumntm 
and A. viridis. The dible amaranths were almost certainly  introduced €rom ' .  

Asia, although wh&er they al1 spread up  from the coast is unclear.  Ab.hough 
Hausa and Fulfulde have quite separate tenns, Mmuri  has dkfq apparmtly , 
borrowed  from Hausa. The Hausa people h a r l y  berm the major agat  
of secondary dispersal, since varimts of are found in most of the 
Irminority lmguages of Northeastem Nigeria. 
Q Capsicum annmm, Chili md Capsiczmnifn~tes@em, Pepper 

f i e  chili pqpers were introducd from South America by the Portugfiese 
md seem to have sprad northwards  from the csast. Dernham et al. (1828, 1: 
268, 276) refers to l 'rd peppers" in Bomo by the 1820s. Lyon (1821: 156) 
notes that r d  peppers "of two kinds" were  broughe from West Afrim to the 
Fezzan in the 18 1 Os. By 1870, Nachtigal  (1980: 193) says they are 
"cultivated in large qumtities everywhere". This s u e s t s  the possibility that, 

HZlUS is likely to have borrowd its word, t 
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like maize, they  were brought  across the desert  from North Africa at  the same 
period as their spread northwards  from the coast. 

The two Capsicunz species are generally known in minority  languages by 
a  misapplied Hausa name, kimba, which  correctly  applies to  the pepper-tree, 
Xylopia  aethiopica. The  generic  Arabic term  for spices is shitta and th is  
seems to have come  into Hausa as citta, which is  the name for the Melegueta 
pepper, Aframomum sp. This has  then  been  borrowed  into  Kanuri to apply to 
Capsicum. The large varieties, known as tattase or barkono in Hausa, seem 
to have spread subsequently to Ful6e  and  Kanuri, as both  languages use this 
term almost unchanged. 
O Ceratotheea  sesamoides, False Sesame 

This herb grows  almost  like  a  weed in sesame  fields. Its cultivation is 
almost coterminous  with  sesame  and the leaves are used in soup in the same 
way.  The Kanuri name is kawulublil. 
0. Citmllus lanatus, Egusi melo1dwater  melon 

Citrullus lanatus is indigenous to the West African region.  Although it is 
the progenitor  of the water-melon it was  domesticated  only for its seeds in 
West Africa and  the breeding  of  sweet  melons  with  edible  flesh appears to 
have taken place in  North Africa. The water-melon has been brought back in 
twentieth century and is now  widely  cultivated  under  irrigation  in  Northern 
Nigeria. It is cultivated throughout this region and the diversity  of terms with 
very little cross-language  loaning attest to its antiquity. In the post-colonial 
period, the large-seeded  'legusi"  types  from the south have been brought to  the 
north to supply southem  residents. The Kanuri  name bambiisa appears to  be 
connected with the Shuwa  Arab  forms.  Another  cultivar, gunogan6, grown in 
the Lake Chad  region has apprently  given its name to the Hausa guna. 
Kanuri has a separate name for the true watermelon, f%. 
O Corchorus olitorius, Jew's  mallow, jute with  other Corchorus spp. 

Lewicki (1 974) States that C. olitorius was domesticated in Asia,  but it is 
now considered  more  likely that  the wild  progenitors  of this plant came from 
sub-Saharan Africa  and  were  carried to Asia,  where  an  ennobled type 
developed. In Africa, Corchorm is generally  cultivated as a  potherb  and its 
leaves  used to make  a  mucilaginmus  soup. A variety of  other Corchorus spp. 
such as C. acutangulus, C. tvidens and C. trilocularis are cultivated  in West 
Afiica and generally  have the same  vernacular  names as C. olitorius. 

The  Hausa have  a  name for the wild  form, tungurnuwa, and the 
cultivated form laaloo. This has  been  borrowed  into Fulllde  as lalo. Another 
Hausa name, malafiya is likely to be a  borrowing  from the Arabic 
mdukhiya. The Kanuri  names, gamzriino and daraba do  not  seem to show 
any links with these. It is likely,  therefore, that there was an ancient 
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cultivath of Corchs~ws but that North Mrican cultivars  were  re-introduced 
into West Africa by Arab traders. 
4- Cucumis mslq Swwt melon 

The sw& melon has a cornplex history both in botmical md linguistic 
tems. The original wild  progenitor  of Czse~rmis ndo ,  a g o m d  traileq can 
still be still be seen at the d g e  of the desert. and some  of the non-sw& 
cukivated foms were probably domesticatd directly from th is  fom. 
However, the melon was also carr id  across the desert md developd into the 
more well-hown sw& M d t e r r m m  foms. 

Non-Sw& fonns 
The cultivation cxf non-swed melons is apparmtly mcient almg the dge 

of the desert and elnere are varieties  cultivated for the flesh and some where 
ody the s d s  are extra&&. Althsu& some  vemacular  names are record& in 
the subhumid regions (Burkill, 1985) it is quite likely that these are 
misidentifications and that Citndlus Ianafus is intendal. 

SW& foms 
The sweet melon has the same name in Arabic  and  Hausa, s h m  

is likely t0 be a relatively r a t n t  introduction. It was carrieel back a 
desert from North _Mica and has become re-establkhd in Northern Nigeria, 
although its cultivation is still  very small-sale. 
4- Cucumis safivza, Cucmber 

&thou& the cucumber is an mfleieht cultivated plant ' e parts of 
Africa it is likely to be recmt in Borno. the Kanuri name, , seems to 
closely  resemble some of the names for o&er Cuczmis specîes,  such as prji, 
and it is msst  likdy th&. cucumbers  were brasught across the desert writh the 
.trans-S&arm trade. They have never become a major  plant in dry-season 
gardas. 
4- C z ~ ~ c ~ b i t a  maxima, Squash 

The squash is a native of Peru md must  have b e n  carriecl at an early 
period to the West Mrican coast, as it is cultivatd throu&o& the region. 
The linguistic  evidence does not suggest that it is a Portqgese introd~~don. 
It reeonstructs neatly to proto-Y~mgur and apparently to proto-BmueCongo 
[!]. There are two possible explanations;  either the plant came to West Mica 
in the pre-Portblguese era, perhaps h o u &  the drift of s d s  on the oc= 
currmts, or the name has shifid from muther plant giving a misleadhg 
reconstruction. The origin ofthe Kmuri name mida is unclear. 
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O Cucurbita pepo, Pumpkin 
The true pumpkin, Cucurbita  pepo, was  originally  domesticated in 

Mexico and is widespread  in  West  Africa.  Because  of its highly  polymorphic 
,nature it is easily confused  with C. maximcl and  in  every case the vernacular 
names are identical. The same  observations as for C. mmima thus apply. 
O Daucus carota, Carrot 

Carrots were introduced  during the colonial  period  and  they  have  been 
widely  adopted as a  dry-season  garden  crop. De Leeuw et al. (1972: 19) 
noted that carrots were  a feature of the gardens  around  Fika  but  they are 
,certainly grown on the periphery of  al1 the major urban centres,  mostly  by 
Hausa market-gardeners. 
O Hibiscus sabdarl#a, Roselle,  sorrel 

Roselle is indigenous to  the West  African  region. The are two major types 
of cultivated  sorrel  in  Nigeria  -the green types,  cultivated for the edible 
calyxes that  are  put in  soup  and  those  with  red  calyxes that are boiled to 
make  a  drink. The "green" type is the common cultivated type and can 
probably be reconstructed  back to proto-Benue-Congo.  The  "redll  types, 
known as karkade in Arabic  were  probably  brought  across the desert to 
Borno in the medieval  period.  The green sorrels are called karasai and their 
seeds mashi in Kanuri. 
O Lepidiurn safivwn, Cress 

variants  of the Arabic name lafsur. 
O Lycopersicum esculentum, Tomato 

David (1976: 247) refers to sources for the cultivation  of the tomato 
before 1900 in  Cameroon.  There is no  evidence for the spread of the tomato 
so early on the Nigerian  side  and it is possible that  the sources  may  refer to 
the "native" tomato, i.e.  one of the egglants, Denham et al. (1828,l: 217) 
refer to "bastard tomatoes" in the market at Kukawa.  Another  possibility is 
the small cherry tomatoes  which  were  brought  from  Egypt  in the eighteenth 
and  nineteenth  centuries  and  still  exist  in  semi-wild forms in  Cameroon.  Lyon 
(182 1 : 257) notes that Yomatall  were  being grown in the Fezzan  in the early 
19th century. This may be the source of the reference to the tomatoes  bought 
by  Migeod (1924: 153,156)  near  Mongonu West  of Lake Chad. 

In Nigeria, the word for tomato is universally  tomatur  from  English  via 
Hausa. The  type originally  introduced  in the colonial era were the round salad 
tomatoes.  However,  these  were  largely  displaced by p l m  tomatoes,  originally 
distributed from Zaria in the disappointed  hope that they would  be  sold to  the 
Canning factory for tomato paste. Tomato  cultivation was rapidly  adopted  by 

Cress is apparently a trans-Saharan  introduction  since it is known by 
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dry-sason farmers md casnstitutes a major elemmt in the intemal trade in 
hol-eicultural produas. Non&ess, tomato paste has come to be important in 
traditional c o o b g  and both imported and locally  processed cms are widely 

, some people clailm to have s m  tomato paste in t ins  before 
fresh tomatoes. There is now a major d g  plant in Borno, Vegfru, m a h g  
tomato paste for sale throughout Nigeria. 
+- Sesamm indicum, Sesame and Sesezmm~ rezdimtm, Black sesame 

The origin of sesame  remains dispantd; a l t h o d  long .thou@ to be of 
West Mrim o.gin, this has b e n  alled into question  because of the 
presence of very early archawlogieal material in India (Harlan). Both types 
of sesame are cultivated throughout the region for 
these typially have unrelatd names, as in Hau 

meshi appar  to be borrowd from 
. These may be wnneded rxber deviously with Hausa 

that gives English  sesame hm no currency in 
the region although it is not impossible that North Mrican cultivars were 
broughe across the desert. 
O Solarium n~werocayon, Mriean egglant 

cultivatd thro&out the region and is 
usa, Fulfidde, Kmuri (gsms)  and h a b i c  terms 

lant is extremely  polymorphous and in some 
places  many cslour types are sold on the markets. There are M o  main  types 
usually  recognised, the small, e-shaped gmta which cm be eaten raw and 
is geierally multicoloured  and the large,  spheroidal y d s  wlich is gmerally 
yellow or crm-coloured. The large  Indian  brinjals,  usually with mauvish 
skin and rduced bittemess, appmr to be recmt introductions. 
+ Vernoniez amygdalim (wrilh l? colsrat;), Bitterleaf 

Although indigrnous to the West Mrican region, and gmerally cultivated 
by the Hausa, bitterleaf  seems  not to have pmetratd the northast until 
recmtly. 12. is used  both for the edible laves and as a source of chewsticks. 
Where it is found im cdtivati is gaerally hown by the Hausa name, 

5.2.5. Fruits etc. 

Q Anncerrdizm secidentale, Cashew 

aa, md the Fulfidde 8 eje is diredy derived €rom t h s .  

The eashew is hown throughout this region, although the largest fruits 
are brou& in from hrther South. Clapperton (1828,II: 213) refers to mshew 
nuts in Bomo which is surprisingly  early and may be a misi&&fication. It is 
known in every language by versions of the English  llcashew" and its 
diffusion may date ody  from the colonial period. 
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C. Casiea papaya, Papaya 
The  pawpaw is a South American  domesticate that was introduced on the 

West  African coast by  the Portuguese. It had begun to spread inland  from the 
coast by the nineteenth  century. It may  also  have  been  introduced  into  Borno 
from  North  Africa in the nineteenth  century as Barth  records the Kanuri  name 
bambus Massarbe, i.e. the melon  of  Egypt  and  a  now  disused Hausa term 
gonda  Masr, "custard-apple of Egypt". This term  survives in the Bole 
language as a lozin, gonda  Masar. The analogy  with the wild  custard-apple, 
Annona senegalensis is made  in  many  languages,  and the name for the 
custard-apple is applied to the pawpaw.  Thus  in Hausa, pawpaw is gwanda 
and the custard-apple, gwandan  daji, the llpawpaw  of the bush". A similar 
process in Fulfulde  makes the pawpaw dukku and the custard apple dukkuhi 
ladde. In modern  Kanuri, the custard apple is ng6n6w-u and the term kawiisa 
is adapted  from the Arabic term for pumpkin  or gonda from Hausa gwanda. 
These  local  constructions  make it difficult to establish  either the route or 
epoch  of the introduction of the pawpaw.  Benton  says  "Pawpaws  have  been 
introduced  into  some  of the larger  towns  in  British  Bornu, but do not 
flourish"  (Schultze, 1913: 77). In minority  languages,  such as Yungur, 
pawpaw is associated with Europeans,  suggesting that its spread is largely  a 
twentieth century phenomenon. 
+- Citms  awanhfolia, Lime  and Citrus  sinensis, Orange 

The citrus fruits were  brought to  the West  African coast in the eighteenth 
century  by the Portuguese but  may  have  been  carried  simultaneously  across 
the desert to Borno by  the Arab  caravans.  Denham et al. (1828,  1:  217) 
mentions  being  sent  a present of  limes  by the Shehu  in  Kukawa.  They appear 
to have  been spread by the Hausa, as  the  Hausa name, leemu, from  English 
lemon, is universally  used  throughout the region.  However,  Migeod  (1924: 
11 8) mentions that  the garden planted  by  Rabeh at Dikwa  contained  lime 
trees, so there may also have been  some  spread citrus via the Arabs  from 
further east. Nonetheless, their cultivation  in th is region has probably  only 
become  economically  significant  since the colonial  period,  when  seedlings 
were  distributed  via the forestry departments. 
+ Cyperzrs eseulentus, Tiger-nut 

Tiger-nuts are indigenous to  the Mediterranean but are widely  and 
anciently  cultivated throughout the West  African  region.  Local  names  show 
no particular relation to each  other,  although they reconstruct within 
linguistic subgroups. The inference is thus that they cross4 the desert at an 
early period and  have become  naturalised in the agriculture of the region. 
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0 Manpfeva indica, 
The mago, dsmesticatd in India, was  brought ,to the coast by the 

Portuguese. Denham et al. (1828,l: 299,309) rder .to mangoes  in the 
~ d a r a  vallep in the 3820s -althou& whethef this is correct is doubtfil. It 
is gjvm the Kanuri name CO onah in the text which is not present-day 
cornon Kanuri term for mmgo. Tsday the form O is use$ suggesling 
a han from the Hausa oro. The major sp a of . h e  mmg~ in 
Nigeria came in the colonial era thou& .the pdicy of planthg rom af 
mangoes  along  roads  and within institutional compo~mds. The large non- 
fibrous hybrid mangoes seem to have bem introduced  in the pose-colonial 
perisd. In Kanuri they are knom as ai;& a  term  borrswed eliredy  frsm 
&usa. 
-3 Mkm ~ ~ ~ a ~ i ~ i m ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  Plantain Mzlsa sapientiuml, Banma 

Ml the domestiated Musaceae in Africa are orighally from either hdia 
or  South-East  Asia. The perisd  and  route  by  which they reached Mrica 
remains  dispute$ but while they have  become  central ts the agicdtural 
systems  in the forest zone, they remain little-hown in the sani-arid region 
until recmtly. Bananas and plantains are stilled  shipped to the region from 
southern N~geria, but increasing  numbers are gown lscally using irrigation. 
In f iusa ,  M<mnuri and FulMde? plantain and banana are not gmerally 
dislinguished. Kanuri ayma is almost certainly a loanword  from  Hausa 
ayaba. The Fulfulde term, Lomndo , is u s 4  in most parts of northwestern 
Adamawa, suggesting that the Yoh region  may  have  been a centre of 
dispersal. 
Q Pzmica grafim, Pomegranate 

Che of the more well-knom fruits associated with North African Islanlic 
culture it is surprising that the pomegranate  never  became  wridespread as a 
resdt of the trans-Saharan trade. Rohlfs (1874, 1: 374) mentions the 
cdtivation of pomwganates in Kubwa before the sack of the town. Mgeod 
(1924: 118) refers to the cultivation  of pomwanates in hbeh 's   garda at 
D i h a .  
O Phoenix dactylijierw, Date  palm 

'Datepalms are only found in small  numbers in Bomo md Adamawa. 
Bauchi t o m  is a notable  centre for the small-scale  cultivation of date-palms 
although the dates are locally regarde$ as iderior to dates  from the desert. 
There is also a cintre af date-palm  production in Fika tom,  altho~~gh as in 
Bauchi, the dates are infertile and thus seedless.  Schultze (1913: 85)  says 
"The date-palm is ts be found disperseel in single examples al1 over  Bornu, 
and specimens  transplanted  by man may even be seen in the middle of 
Adamawa" . The cultivation of the date seems to have been .taken over  from 
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the Arabs  and the terms in Hausa and Fulfdde (dibino), and Kanuri difiin0 
are loanwords  from  Arabic. 
O Sacchanun oflcinamm, Sugar-cane 

Sugar-cane is of South-East  Asian  origin  and was probably only 
introduced  into this region  during the colonial  period.  Watson  (1983)  quotes  a 
reference to a d e r  of  Kanem Who attempted to set  up  a sugar-cane 
plantation  in the medieval  period -but this seems to have left no traces in the 
region. It is frequently known by the Hausa name, rake, borrowed  into 
Kanuri as reké. One  of  Nigeria's two major  industrial  sugar-cane plantations, 
Savannah  Sugar, is located just West  of Numan. 
5.2.6. Spices 
4 Coriandmnz sativum, Coriander 

Coriander  has  not  featured in most  texts on the transmission  of  crops 
along the  tram-Saharan route.  Nonetheless, it plays an integral part in Kanuri 
cooking  and is known by the same  name in Kanuri  and Hausa, kusubara. It 
is likely to have  been  brought to  the Lake  Chad  region  in the medieval  period 
- although it has never spread widely  in  West  Africa. 
4 Nigella sativa, Black cumin 

Black  cumin is cultivated in Borno under the name kamun selem and was 
presumably  spread  across the desert in the mdeval period.  It  does  not  seem 
to have spread further south. 
O Piper guineense, West  African  Black  pepper 

Although  West  African  black  pepper is indigrmous to  the region, it seems 
to have only  recently  spread to Northeastern  Nigeria,  and is still today only a 
trade item  in  many  markets.  Both  Kanuri (mos6r6) and  Ful6e  have 
presumably  borrowed  from Hausa the term masoro. 
O Zingibev ofleinale, Ginger 

Ginger is originally from Asia, but it seems to have  been  cultivated  in 
Africa for a  long  period.  Purseglove  (1975: 534) regarded it as a Portuguese 
introduction  although there is no  support for this in the linguistic  evidence 
from  names in Central  Nigeria.  It seems  more  likely that  it spread 
independently d o m  the Nile corridor  and  was  also  cultivated on the Coast 
after the Portuguese  arrived. The  Hausa know it as citta Aho, referring to it 
as the pepper of the Eloyi people, Who live  near the Benue  river in Plateau 
State. At present, the most  extensive  and  elaborate  cultivation  of  ginger is 
found  in  Central  Nigeria,  especially  in  Southem Zaria, Ginger is known to  the 
Shuwa  Arabs  by the Arabic  name, zinzabil. The Kanuri name is taajiwâr or 
kaajiwâr. 
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+ Guizotia spp. 
De Leeuw et al. (1 972:  19) refer to  " II a crop "widely found in 

smdl plots" which is identifid as Guizo This is not confimd by 
any other te& but a cultivated Gaizotia, G. scabra, has recmtly been 
repofid  fromthe Jos Platau and s o ~ e r n  Zaria (B~kil l ,  1985:  474). 

5.2.7. m e r s  
-3 Niicotiana tabacum, Tobacco 

Tobacco is a South Annericm domestiate whose  importation to Europe is 
surroundd by a vamety of fables. Its introduction into Africa is barely 
docummtd, but it serns to have rapidy  sprad into the interior as it was ' .  

well-establisheel  by the time the first Europm travellers  reached Borno. It 
was cdtivatd as much as a cosmetic for staining the teath as for smolhg. 
The custom of using the flower of ,the tobaceo plant swms to have sprad 
from Hausa. The germa1 word for "flower" in Hausa, . h e  is ctxnmody 
applîd to tobacco and this is loand into Kanuri as fa& 

Mgmd (1924: 97) refers to two types of tobacco -Bornu  which  "brown 
and roll4 up in sticks" and %dam "green and has more flaveur". Currmtly 
the Kanuri import cheuving tobacco the hhndara anel cal1 it by that 

Tobacco seed is distributecl by .the major tobacco compmies to 
smallholder  outgrowers md an efficient buying system  has made it into a 
sigificant cash-crop even in a period of recession. "Local" varieties cf 
tobaees have al1 but disappared in many  places. 
-3 ficima cornmunis, Castor-si1 plant 

1t is gmerdly bdieved to orighate somewhere betwm Ugnda md Nigeria 
and to have b w i   a r r i d  to E=g,t in prehistorie times. 
0. Hibiscus cannabinzrs, Hemp 

Hibiscus eamabima is govm m a d y  for the hemp strippd from the 
ouber bark, but the laves are also  widely uscd for sauces rather like sonel. 
The fiusa name, P a is widdy spread ehrough Central Nigeria, arguing 
that the Haus h e aded as secondary dispersa1 agents. However, the 

is a common  Ioan-word in Chadic lmguages of the region.  Barkindo (1989: 
178) suggests that hemp was sprad  bythe FulEPe in the Mmdara region. 

melasi. Oreiinary tobacco is 

The eastor-oil-plant is cultivatecl on a small-sale thro~@o~e ehis regjon. , i  

1. 

Knmuri tem is presumably the source of the Fulfidde ngabay which 
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6. HISTORICAL  STRATIE'ICATION OF FOOD-CROPS IN 
NORTEEASTERN NIGERIA 

This section  makes  some  very tentative proposals for a chronological 
stratification of the introduction of crops  into  Northeastern  Nigeria. Except 
within the most  recent  period  when  direct  historical  evidence is available, the 
assigrment of crops to particular strata is based  on  evidence from wild 
progenitors and loan-words or their absence. 

Table 6.1 shows  crops  either  indigenous to  the West  African  region or 
which  have apparently been anciently  cultivated. 

Table 6.1 "Ancient"  Food-Crops 

I Cucumis melo Melon (non-sweet) 

*Controversial - see text 
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Table 6.2 shows some of the plants that were transmittd across the desert 
in the medieval period and have  been cultivated for a long eime in Borno. 

Table 6.2 Crops introducd in the mdieval period 

SCErnIFIC NAME ENGLISH 
Sorghum dzrrra 

Roselle  -red type Hibiscus sabdar@a 
Durra SsrgJ~um 

Bulmsh millet Pemisetzm typhides 

A striking aspect sf most of these plants is that the Kmuri did not 
transmit them sohwards. Some a€ the spices,  such as cumin and esriander, 
remain u.nknom among. the non-Islamic goups. A cornplex, hierarchial 1. 

goup such as the Kmun value spices and diverse plant foods in a way that 
attributes value to exotic tastes. It is likely that these found no echo among 
the acephalous grsups south of Borno. 

Ohers, however, such as the onion, have Fulfulde names, suggesting ehat 
they  were sprad from Yola, rather thm southwards  from Bomo. 

Table 6.3 shows the crops that were spread by the FulGe, as is evidmced 
by the adoption  of Fulfùlde tems into the Imguages of the region. There is a 
certain amount of overlap +th table 6.5 showing those dissehated by the 
Hausa, as it seems there were two competing streams in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieith centuries;  characteristic FulMde loan-words in the east 
becorne f i u s a  Eurther west. 
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Table 6.3.  Crops  spread bythe Ful6e 

SCIENTFIC FULFULDE ENGLISH 
Eleusine  coracana 
Sorghum  bicolor 

Car@ Finger-millet 

kondong Plantain Musa  paradisiacum 
arngalare Garlic Alliunl  sativum 
tingyeere Onion Allium  cepa 
jigaari Short-season  Sorghum 

Musa  sapientium Banana kondong 
Ipomoea  batatas Sweet  potato kudaku 
Manihot  esculenta Cassava,  manioc 

tandawje Taro,  old  cocoyam Colocasia  esculenta 
nlbay 

I Hibiscus  cannabinus 1 Henlp ngabay 

Table 6.4 shows  crops that were  only  brought  across the desert in the 
eightenth  and linetenth centuries;  generally those from the Americas. 

Table 6.4. Crops  brought  across the desert in the 18thh9t.h centuries 

I SCIENTFIC NAME ENGLISH I 
Oryza sativa 
Manihot  esculenta Bitter Cassava 

~~ ~ - 

Asian  rice 
I ~~ ~ . . . ~  

I ?Capsicun? spp, Chili  peppers I 
Lycopersicum  escztlentum 

Lime Cibus aurantifolia 
Maize  (flint  type) Zea  mays 
Tomato  (cherry  type) 

Table 6.5 shows the crops that have  been  spread by the Hausa, following 
the evidence of loan-words. The  Hausa began to spread  crops in the 
nineteenth  century  but  they  have also acted as important  secondary  crop 
difisers in the colonial  period. 
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Table 6.6 shows the crops that difised to Northmstern Nigeria during the 
colonial period. Mmy of these were  introduced on the coast long  before the 
colonial period, but ha$  not reachd f i s  region  "naturally"  by 1980. 

Table 6.6.  Crops  spread in the colonial era 

An aspect of Lhis stratification which is most striking is the failure of 
major  political mtîties such as the Wandala  and  Kanuri  kingdoms to  have a 
sigzlficant impact on crop  repertoires. Although the political  influence of 
these grsups is still evident their relations with their  political  clients  seem to 
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have included little interchange of crops  either in the pre-Ful6e era or even 
with "newll crops,  such as cassava  or  sweet potato. Barth (1862,II: 175) 
observes that  the Kanuri  word for Cotton is probably a  borrowing from 
Wandala. 

Another  notable  absence is the failure of  many  of the oasis  crops  of the 
Fezzan to reach  Borno. for example,  Lyon  (1821: 274) lists the following as 
cultivated in the Fezzan - fruits such as grapes, apriCot, peach,  apple,  water- 
melon, figs and  vegetable  such as tumips, carrots, radishes,  mustard  and 
cress. If these were ever  carried to Borno,  then  their  cultivation  failed  and lefi 
no trace. 

7.  CONCLUSIONS: FURTHER WORK 

Northeastern  Nigeria  and  adjacent parts of Cameroon  represent  a  complex 
interface between  pastoral  and arable subsistence  systems  and  between large 
political structures and  highly  nucleated  village  groupings. This is partly 
reflected in the considerable  variety of  domesticated  food  plants  cultivated in 
the region. A diverse  ecology  has  also  encouraged  a  complex pattern of 
interlocking  cropping  systems. 

One  methodological  concept that needs clarification is  the concept  of  a 
"traditional crop". Descriptions of agricultural  systems  usually list crops  and 
crops as unitary features are brought in and  adopted.  However, the 
relationship  between  farmers  and  crops is evidently  more  complex. 

Linguistic evidence,  especially the tracking of  loan-words can help to 
partly unravel the history of crops  in the region,  although  defective  material 
on  many  minor crops makes t h i s  a  patchy  exercise. It should be emphasized 
that very  few of the hypotheses put forward in th is paper can be cross- 
checked  against  other types of  evidence;  archaeological,  botanical  and  oral 
historical  materials are lacking and even accounts  of  crop  repertoires are  at 
best  incomplete.  Studies  comparable to  the detailed  work  of  Pasquet  and 
Fotso (1991) on  edible  legumes  in  Cameroon, combbing linguistic  and 
botanical  evidence  have  yet to begin within Nigeria. 
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